FALL 2013 – SUMMER 2014 DAMELL COURSES

Fall 2013
AMEL 17 – Discourse, Culture and Identity in Asia and the Middle East @ 2A  Glinert
ARAB 1 – First-Year Courses in Arabic @ 8, 9S, 9S  Chahboun, Ouajjani
ARAB 21 – Intermediate Arabic @ 10  Chahboun
ARAB 31 – Intermediate Modern Arabic @ 11  Ouajjani
ARAB 41 – Advanced Arabic @ 10A  Smolin
ARAB 81 – The New Arabic Novel @ 2A  Smolin
CHIN 1 – First-Year Courses in Chinese @ 9S, 10+  Blader
CHIN 4 – Advanced First-Year Chinese @ 9S  Li, Chen
CHIN 11/22/31/32/41/42 – China LSA+ in Beijing  Lu
CHIN 31 – Advanced Modern Chinese (Third-year level) @ 10  Shi
CHIN 42 – Advanced Chinese (Fourth-year level) @ 9S  Shi
CHIN 62 – Chinese Calligraphy @ 10A  Xing
CHIN 63 – Languages of China @ 10A  Pulju
CHIN 82 – Chinese Calligraphy and Manuscript Culture: Orchid Pavilion @ 2A  Xing
HEBR 1 – First-Year Courses in Modern Hebrew @ 2  Ben Yehuda
HEBR 21 – Intermediate Modern Hebrew @ Arrange  Ben Yehuda
HEBR 61 – Film, Fiction, and the Arab-Israeli Conflict @ 10A  Glinert
JAPN 1 – First-Year Courses in Japanese @ 9S  Ishida, Watanabe
JAPN 31 – Advanced Japanese @ 11  Ishida
JAPN 41 – Advanced Japanese @ 11  Watanabe
JAPN 61 – The Culture of Anime and Manga @ 10A  Nozawa

Winter 2014
AMEL 7 – First-Year Seminar @ 2A  Glinert
ARAB 2 – First-Year Courses in Arabic @ 8, 9S  Ouajjani
ARAB 22 – Intermediate Arabic @ 10  Ouajjani
ARAB 42 – Advanced Arabic @ 10A  Harb
ARAB 61 – Palestinian Literature and Cinema @ 2A  Harb
CHIN 2 – First-Year Courses in Chinese @ 9S, 10+  Mowry
CHIN 22 – Intermediate Modern Chinese (Second-year level) @ 9S, 12  Chen, Li
CHIN 32 – Advanced Modern Chinese (Third-year level) @ 11  Shi
CHIN 43 – Advanced Chinese (Fourth-year level) @ 11  Li
CHIN 51 – Introduction to Classical Chinese @ 10A  Allan
CHIN 63 – Traditional Performance in China: Past and Present @ 2A  Gibbs
HEBR 2 – First-Year Courses in Modern Hebrew @ 2  Ben Yehuda
HEBR 10 – Introduction to Hebraic and Israeli Culture @ 10A  Glinert
HEBR 51 – The Hebrew of the Bible @ Arrange  Ben Yehuda
JAPN 2 – First-Year Courses in Japanese @ 9S  Ishida, Watanabe
JAPN 42 – Advanced Japanese @ 2  Dorsey
JAPN 61 – Everyday Life and Memory in Postwar Japan @ 2A  Nozawa
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Spring 2014
ARAB 3 – First-Year Courses in Arabic @ 9S, 9S  Chahboun, Ouajjani
ARAB 10 – Introduction to Arab Culture @ 10A  Smolin
ARAB 23 – Intermediate Arabic @ 10  Chahboun
ARAB 43 – Advanced Arabic: Modern Short Story and Poetry @ 2  Ouajjani
ARAB 62 – Marvels and Wonder in Medieval Arabic Culture @ 2A  Harb
CHIN 3 – First-Year Courses in Chinese @ 9S, 10+  Gibbs
CHIN 10 – Introduction to Chinese Culture @ 10A  Xing
CHIN 23 – Intermediate Modern Chinese (Second-year level) @ 9S, 10+  Chen, Shi
CHIN 33 – Advanced Modern Chinese (Third-year level) @ 11  Shi
CHIN 53 – Readings in Classical Chinese: Confucian Philosophical Texts @ Arrange  Allan
CHIN 63 – Chinese Painting, Poetry and Philosophy @ 2A  Xing
HEBR 3 – First-Year Courses in Modern Hebrew @ 2  Ben Yehuda
HEBR 22 – Intermediate Modern Hebrew @ Arrange  Ben Yehuda
JAPN 3 – First-Year Courses in Japanese @ 9S, 9S  Ishida, Watanabe
JAPN 10 – Introduction to Japanese Culture @ 11  Dorsey
JAPN 33 – Advanced Japanese @ 10  Ishida
JAPN 61 – The Politics of Language in Modern Japan @ 12  Nozawa

Summer 2014
ARAB 25 – Moroccan Arabic @ 12  Chahboun
CHIN 41 – Advanced Chinese (Fourth-year level) @ 10  Shi
JAPN 11/22/23 -- Japan LSA+ in Tokyo  Dorsey